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Left - handed People

S, There are two things that left - handed people may find them

difficult in living in this world. S, First, driving a car may be a problem

since all the important things in the car are on the right. S, For example,

the ignition switch , the gear shift , and the accelerator and brake

are all on the right. S, Second, using a typewriter may be a problem

because typewrites are made for right - handed people. S, All

important key are on the right, S, These include the on-off button,

carriage return , period, comma, and other important punctuation marks.

S, In conclusion , left - handed people have to work harder than

right - handed people to do simple things.

(~~maPabLn=~~b~~~~q~n~~~~Q  Weaving It Together , Book II , u&6)- -
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s, : Where do you find out about job vacancies .Ti
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L-l---_1The Nation The Gold Pages
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